Monday, May 16, 2005

2:00 p.m.  **THESIS DEFENSE**, Sergio Lagman, Jr., Modern Languages and Linguistics, "L'Importance Du Vaudou Dans Hadriana Dans Tous Mes Reves De Rene Depestre," maj. prof. Antoine Spacagna, 362 DIF.

Thursday, May 19, 2005

1:00 p.m.  **DISSERTATION DEFENSE**, Yongmei Miu, Management, "The Antecedents and Consequences of Emotion Regulation at Work," maj. prof. Pamela L. Perrew, 347 RBB.

Friday, May 20, 2005

11:00 a.m.  **DISSERTATION DEFENSE**, Brandon Schmeichel, Psychology, "Ego Depletion, Working Memory, and the Executive Function of the Self," maj. prof. Roy Baumeister, 229 KRB.

2:30 p.m.  **DISSERTATION DEFENSE**, Rebecca Rose Gerhardstein, Psychology, "The Creation and Validation of an Early Identification Measure of Children's Social Dysfunction," maj. prof. Janet Kistner, 229 KRB.

3:30 p.m.  **DISSERTATION DEFENSE**, Onsurang Pipatchaipoon, Economics, "The Robustness of Real Interest Rate Parity tests to Alternative Measures of Real Interest Rates," maj. prof. Stefan C. Norrbin, 280 BEL.